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by Lee E. Mortenson. D.P.A.

Putting Our Stake
in the Ground

The Association of
Commun ity Cance r Center.

FACT Mo re than 550 medical
centers, hospitals, and cancer clinics
across the U.S. are ACCC members.
Th is group treats 40 percent of all
new cancer patients seen in the u.s.
each year. ACCC members also
include more than 300 individual
membe rs and 14 state oncology
society chapte rs.

FACT Only ACCC represents the
entire interd isciplinary team caring
for oncology patients, including
medical, radiation, & surg ical oncol 
ogists, oncology nurses, cancer
program admi nistrators, oncology
social wo rkers, pharmacists, and
cancer registr ars.

FACT ACCC is comm itted to

federal and state efforts to pass
legislation that ensures access to
off-label uses of FDA -appro ved
drugs and clinical trials for cancer
patients, appropriate reimbu rsement
to physicians for dru gs admi nistered
to Medicare patients, and other
pat ient advocacy issues.

FAC T ACCC prov ides informatio n
abo ut approaches for the effective
management, delivery, and financing
of comprehensive cancer care
through its national meetings,
regional symposia, and publication
of oncology patient management
guidelines, standa rds for cancer pro
grams, critical pat hways, onco logy
related drugs and indications, and
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FACT Membership in ACCC will
help my organization/me better
serve patients and will foste r my
professional development.

Please send membership information;
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Institution ;' _

Address:' _

C ity/State: _

:< Return to ACCC, 11600 Nebel
St., Suite 201, Rockville MD 20852
2557/Fax: 301-770-1949.
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A
couple of years ago my
wife, Carol Kirkland,
and I went to Alaska.
It's a great state ...actu
ally another state of

consciousness. We spent two and a
half weeks and saw enough to real
ize that we were in a special place.
We realized that "soul" was there.

Now, soulfulness is something
we're not very good at in the
western European tradition.
Soulfulness, of course, is not linear.
It is not just above the neckline
and, in many cultures, it is not an
exclusive province of humans. It is
often better approached through
symbolism and metaphor. I've
learned these few things by spend
ing some time in places like Alaska
and with members of other cultures
that have a great deal to teach me,
in a non-linear way.

Over the past several years, the
home that Carol and I have built
has come to reflect our sense [hat
the space we live in, the people
and animals that inhabit it and that
spend time in our home, are
important reflections of soulfulness
in our lives. So the walls are funky
colors, there's a great deal of art
from Africa, from the Southwest
and Alaska, and from Chicago and
Kansas City. And, this last week,
a piece of soulfulness from the
Tlingit Indians in Alaska showed
up, a 14-foot totem pole carved for
my 50th (official elder) birthday as
a present from my wife. We had a
potlatch, or a giveaway, to thank
her and the people, animals, and
objects that inhabit our lives. The

pole, in many ways, is a stake
in the ground for me.

In oncology, we've also put our
stake in the ground. Whether or not
we planned it. Whether or not we
ever thought it would happen. To
our surprise, oncology and cancer
programs in hospitals and offices
aren't just a wild experiment or a
rash intrusion into a pre-existing
system ...we are a stable part of the
infrastructure for care in communi
ties throughout the nation! Wow!

And, we've made a contribution,
adapted to change, and provided
quality care. We have struggled,
established, aged, matured, and
caused trouble...as it should be. The
patients [hat we've seen, the clinical
trials [hat we've done, the hospitals,
the oncology units, and practices
that we've built, these are our
"stakes in the ground."

As with other communities, our
stake is a reminder of the ground
that we have covered, the commu
nity that we have established, and
the common purposes that we've
joined together to und ertake.

Certainly, culture, life, and sur
prises change the world we live in.
We're an aging nation on this con
tinent. We're players in a game so
complex with moves backwards,
forwards, and sideways that we
can't fathom what will happen next
or where it will take us.

In this non-linear world, our
symbols, our stakes, are markers
that we pass by. Sometimes an
anachronism. Sometimes a symbol
of hope. Often better seen and
appreciated from a distance. <til
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